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Whole School Novel 

Introduction: What Whole School Novel Looks Like 
Whole school novel is more than a unit. It is a crucial part of the way we try to create a culture of reading                        
and thinking at APR. We expect everyone at APR to be reading the novel: students, teachers, and staff.                  
We want to create a constant buzz and chatter about the book. And we choose the books we do only after                     
polling students about their interests and discussing what real-world issues the books deal with. In               
addition to stirring up the culture, Whole School Novel is also a way for teachers to support each other’s                   
work at three key times in the year. By teaching the same text, teachers can focus on sharing instructional                   
strategies and on building classroom rituals and norms.  
 
Whole School Novel is focused on providing structured and engaging ways for our students to read,                
understand, question, and discuss a rich text. Every class has learning targets that support the forthcoming                
assessments called Reader Response Journals (RRJs). Each class is divided into: Learning Targets, Do              
Now, I Do: Mini-Lesson, We Do/Guided Practice, You Do: Reading/Writing Time, and Exit Slip. We               
have provided learning targets for every class meeting--all carefully tied to the RRJ assessments. We have                
also paced the unit so that students who struggle to read outside of school can reasonably cover much of                   
the required reading during school hours.  
 

Book Clubs 

Introduction: What Book Clubs Look Like 
Book clubs are an effective way to build students’ identities as readers in a recurring social context. In                  
other words, they help students become readers together. Students working together can be a mixed bag,                
though. The social element of the book clubs is also a potential challenge for adolescents and their                 
teachers. As a result, it’s important to ease students into book clubs, to be deliberate about the structures                  
one creates, and to keep emphasizing expectations kindly and forgivingly again and again and again. The                
goal is not an activity or an assignment. The goal is to create a culture of reading. Building culture takes                    
time--but you do that and anything else is possible.  
 
Book clubs consist of students sitting in groups organized around a shared text, practicing specific               
protocols for engaging with the text and each other. The teacher’s role is one of gradual release over time                   
and supporting students in having sustained conversations around the books, for at least a period. To                
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start, the teacher is most concerned with ensuring the fidelity of the group’s adherence to the protocols:                 
sitting in groups with desks pulled together, identifying roles for group members, referring to the text,                
using discussion stems, and so on. At first, it is far more important that the teacher monitor the quality of                    
the group’s basic structures and interactions. Depth of discussion comes later.  
 
As book clubs recur throughout the year, the teacher shifts her/his attention slowly away from the basics                 
and moves toward helping students increase the quality of discussion: students referring to specific parts               
of the text, students connecting their reading to themselves or others’ lives, and students connecting               
different texts. Toward the end of the year, the goal is for students to be posing their own questions about                    
the text, to be talking about the author’s choices and how else the texts might have looked like, and so on.  
 

Test Sophistication 

Introduction: What Test Sophistication Looks Like 
Our Goal is to explicitly prepare students how to perform better on the state exam by using a combination                   
of close and critical reading strategies when answering multiple choice and short response testing items.               
Over the course of eight weeks, expose students to explicit testing strategies as they relate to multiple                 
choice and short response test items. Each week will consist of a learning arc that builds and unpacks the                   
ins and outs of reading passages and answering test question types and gradually releases students to                
create their own test questions, which are then critiqued by peers and the teacher. We believe that if                  
students are explicitly taught testing strategies with repeated practice, students will gain confidence in              
approaching the NYS ELA Test. Our theory of action is that if we structure students’ learning around                 
high-leverage testing areas (multiple choice and short answer) as well as focus on how to read test                 
passages and answer test questions, we can create a weekly arc that enables students to practice testing                 
skills while gradually being released to demonstrate their fluency with fresh texts and self-created              
questions.  
 
Specifically, we focus our efforts on teaching students to read for “Big” and “Little” features of texts. Big                  
features refer to things like gist of paragraphs, summaries, changes in mood and tone. Little features refers                 
to things like why specific words were used by an author or reading between the lines. Using this method,                   
we have seen students at APR improve their ability to focus and confidently answer questions without                
getting overwhelmed. 
 
 


